WELL IS FOR PEOPLE
We spend 90% of our time *indoors*. 
Unlock human potential through your building.
Health, Well-being and Productivity in Offices: The Next Chapter for Green Buildings
Invest in **people** for return on investment.

---

*Knoll Workplace Research ‘What’s Good for People, Moving from Wellness to Well-Being’, Kate Lister 2014*

*Studies include those conducted by organizations including Harvard Business Review, World Economic Forum and the American Journal of Health Promotion.*
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Consumer Demand for Healthy Homes

WELLNESS PREMIUM
BY AGE OF HOMEOWNERS

Studies demonstrate consumer demand for health and wellness and consumer willingness to pay premium for healthy homes.
Ensuring that certification for **WELL** and **LEED** works seamlessly.
WELL Certification Process

1. Registration
2. Documentation Requirements
3. Performance Verification
4. Certification
5. Recertification
Levels of WELL Certification
Seven Concepts

air
water
nourishment
light
fitness
comfort
mind
WELL Features evaluate ongoing aspects of building performance and occupant behavior to support the operations and maintenance of healthy buildings throughout the building lifecycle.
Body Systems Applied to WELL Features

A simple way to express the built environment’s complex impact on the human body
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The Center for Sustainable Landscapes
Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens, Pittsburgh, PA | USA
Announcing the First WELL Certified™ City District

At the 2015 Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) Annual Meeting, Delos, the pioneer of Wellness Real Estate™, and Strategic Property Partners announced a partnership to create the world’s first WELL Certified™ city district in Tampa, Florida.
Get WELL Certified

wellcertified.com